
Pick-up Emergency Fire Unit 

Uses 

A unit designed for immediate fire response to a fire start, all organized and complete, so that 

you have the tools at hand to fight the fire with-out having to look for water, hoses, pails and 

other means to fight a fire breakout. Just drive to the location, start the pump and put the fire 

out before it spreads and gets away.  

Unit holds, main tank 50 gal water, 2 back pack fire cans ( additional 10 gal water), 1 Pulaski, 1 

Shovel, 4 GPM (60 psi pump) 50’ hose c/w  spray nozzle, dividers to add other optional tools 

such as spill kits, First aid kits, ABC fire extinguisher(s), gloves etc. 

Includes a 15 gal foam tank which will work on oil and electrical fires, or can hold and additional 

15 gal water. Foam adds to the effect of about 4 -1 to using water. The units are constructed 

using molded heavy plastic, are strong, versatile, and vented to stop mold and mildew. 

For home use; 

Use at home, camping, or when burning grass or debris, washing the drive way or watering 

plants. Wash the boat off before leaving the lake or the Quad before heading home. 

Keeps gloves, goggles, first aid kit and spill kits on hand if required for personal protection. 

For industrial applications can be; 

- Spark watch for welding requirements, ready all the time. 

- Washing Radiators or other parts when fixing machinery 

- Quick fire protection from spark or fire from track sparks 

- Quick fire protection for any on block fire starts 

This unit is designed for immediate response protection when fires first start, saving time 

looking for the tools required to contain the fire from spreading, while waiting for help to 

arrive,  potentially have control of the outbreak or fully extinguished. 
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